Small Business and Middle Market Economic Pulse: Survey Report 2nd Quarter 2012

Description: For the first time since we asked the question, more small businesses have reported improving financial condition during the last 12 months than deteriorating financial condition. This improved view of balance sheets has not led to many positive business outcomes for small businesses but lays the groundwork for improved future expectations. In the 2nd quarter of 2012, small businesses show greater business optimism and substantial increases in expectations for employment and capital expenditures in the next 12 months.

After years of pain, small businesses are now looking forward to the better returns that middle market companies have seen since the recovery began. However, this does not mean that the current primary bank will reap these benefits. Small businesses are showing an increase in adding banks, driven by three primary factors: lower fees, better service and credit availability. In particular, credit availability is an important factor to consider with one in five small businesses reporting some type of loan denial.

Another dramatic shift in the business world may be driven by the demographics of the business owner and their appetite for future risk. While middle market companies are planning for moderate growth, small businesses are split between moderate growth and maintaining current levels. Small businesses are looking to maintain the value but have lost the appetite for risk. This risk aversion demonstrated by about half of business owners/financial decision makers reporting that they would not start a business in today's economy.
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